RUSHMOOR ROSEBOWL COMPETITION
27th – 28th October 2012
England entered two Teams in the above event, drawn from the English Gymnastics
National Women's Squad. The Teams were placed 1st and 2nd in the International
competition.
England Teams
England A came 1st with a score of 193.200).
Gymnasts
Maisie Dodds (The Academy)
Lucy Brett (The Academy)
Jasmine Reed-Yang (The Academy)
Eleanor Van-Dongen (Horsham)
Danielle Hubbard (Sapphire)
Team B came 2nd with a score of 190.700.
Gymnasts
Bryony Moir (Europa)
Stafanie Bowles (CMIG)
Abigail Solari (The Academy)
Larissa Pascua (Heathrow)
Polina Polykova (Norfolk Academy)
England travelling Reserve was Charlotte Bennett (The Academy).
Coaches
Nia Edwards, Sadie Mackinson and Barry McLaughlin
Team South Africa came 3rd with a score of 158.550.
In addition to Team successes, Individual Apparatus medals were awarded as follows:Asymetric Bars
Floor

Gold
Silver
Bronze

Masie Dodds
Eleanor Van Dongen
Danielle Hubbard

As England have won this event for three consecutive years, they also receive the Rose
Bowl plinth with names of all the previous Winners, who have included Camberley
Gymnastics Club, City of Liverpool and the USA. Team England are the 4th National Team
to achieve three wins consecutively in the 31 years that this event has been staged.
Congratulations to all concerned and well done. Full Results are detailed below.

THE 31st GREAT YEAR – THE RUSHMOOR ROSE BOWL INTERNATIONAL
27th / 28th OCTOBER 2012
England Girls at Rushmoor Rose Bowl 2012
Eleven gymnasts were selected to represent England at this prestigious two day international event in its 31 st year on 27th - 28th October 2012.
England Team coaches were Nia Edwards, Sadie Mackinson and Barry McLaughlin.
England fielded a Senior and a Junior team.
England Senior A Team:Danielle Hubbard (Sapphire), Lucy Brett (The Academy), Jasmine Reed-Yang (The Academy), Eleanor Van Dongen (Horsham) and Maisie Dodds (The
Academy)
England Junior B Team:Abi Solari (The Academy), Polina Polyova (Norfolk Academy), Stefanie Bowles (City of Manchester), Bryony Moir (Europa) and Larissa Pascua
(Heathrow) with Charlotte Bennett (The Academy) selected reserve.
15 teams representing their club, county or country plus ‘All Star’ individuals took part in this key annual event of the Women’s Artistic Gymnastics
calendar at Rushmoor Gymnastics Academy, Aldershot. England completed dominated the competition with England A and B teams taking the
overall Team Gold and Team Silver respectively. To add to the medal trophy England A team also won “The Perpetual Rose Bowl Trophy” for the 3 rd
consecutive year.
Charlotte Bennett - competed in the All Stars individual rankings as England reserve, earning her first England cap. She put in a clean round,
performing with calm and determination to finish in a highly credible 18th place.
Danielle Hubbard – earned her first England cap in the senior team as part of England A. She placed 10th on vault with a very efficient pike Tsukahara,
7th on floor showing great amplitude in her tumbles which resulted in a 6th place all around individual standing
Lucy Brett earned her first England cap in the senior team as part of England A. She competed a new vault (Yurchenko straight) at International
standard and a clean floor routine to score 10th and equal 9th place on these apparatus plus an all-around ranking of 15th.
Jasmine Reed- Yang earned her third England cap as part of England A. She showed true maturity on vault and floor earning her a 4 th and 3rd place on
these apparatus and an incredible all-around ranking of 7th place.

Eleanor Van Dongen earned her second England cap as part of England A. Eleanor placed 5th on bars with 2 release and catches and 4th on floor,
placing 11th in the all-around event.
Maisie Dodds earned her second England cap as part of England A. She top scored on Asymmetric Bars (including her new toe on, full into Tchachev
connection for the first time in competition), earning her an all-around 13th place ranking on the first day.
Abi Solari earned her first England cap as part of England B. She competed the only handspring tuck front vault of the competition to place 4th in this
apparatus.
Polina Polyova earned her first England cap as part of England B. Polina was totally focused and determined, and consistent over the four pieces of
apparatus. She placed 9th on bars, 6th on floor, 3rd on beam. Polina was the top scoring England gymnast in the all-around event, and her fantastic
performance was rewarded with a bronze all around medal.
Stefanie Bowles earned her first England cap as part of England B.
On bars Stefanie successfully executed her Jaeger and excelled
on floor to place 8th in the floor standings.
Bryony Moir earned her first England cap as part of England B,
showing power and determination, to place 13th floor.
Larissa Pascua earned her first England cap as part of England B.
Again Larissa was completely composed and unfazed by the event,
to perform consistently on all pieces, to place 7th on bars and 4th on
beam. Larisa was rewarded with a 5th place all around standing.

Day 2 – Apparatus finals
A total of Eight England Gymnasts scored well enough in day 1 to achieve an apparatus final.
Lucy Brett was the only England member to perform in the vault final, with a new straight Yurchenko and a
pike Tsukahara, Lucy’s score was 0.175 outside of the medals to gain 4 th place in the vault final.
Four England gymnasts were eligible for bar final, Larissa Pascua and Eleanor Van Dongen unfortunately had to
count a fall, after competing such confident routines the day before. Polina Polyova competed with the same
determination as day 1 to just miss out on the medals by 0.05. Maisie Dodds who was last up on Asymmetric
bars in a nail-biting final, top scored this apparatus to take home the Rushmoor rose-bowl crystal trophy and
gold medal.

England were well represented on beam with Polina making an uncharacteristic fall to finish in 9 th place. Danielle Hubbard performed a stable beam
to place 6th and Larissa performed with control and elegance to also miss out on the medals by 0.05 and place 4 th in the bean final.
The Floor final was completely dominated by England with no less than 6 floor finalists.
All girls showed unique choreography and individual style. Larissa in her 3rd apparatus
final placed 8th, with Stefanie in 7th, Jasmine in 6th, Polina also in her third final placed 4th.
England came away with 2 floor medals; Danielle took the bronze with Eleanor taking the silver.

